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Abstract

Text classification involves labeled data, which is not always available, or re-
quires expensive manual labour. User-generated short texts are being produced
in abundance in customer service sectors through transcripts of phone calls or
chats online. This kind of unstructured textual data can be noisy and thus poses
challenges to unsupervised classification methods developed for standard docu-
ments such as news articles. This thesis project explores some possible methods
of unsupervised classification of user-generated short texts in Swedish on a real-
world dataset of short texts collected from first utterances in a Conversational
Interactive Voice Response solution. Such texts represent a spectrum of sub do-
mains that customer service representative may handle, but are not extensively
explored in the literature.

We experiment with three types of pretrained word embeddings as text rep-
resentation methods, and two clustering algorithms on two representative, but
different, subsets of the data as well as the full dataset. The experimental results
show that the static fastText embeddings are better suited than state-of-the-art
contextual embeddings, such as those derived from BERT, at representing noisy
short texts for clustering. In addition, we conduct manual (re-)labeling of se-
lected subsets of the data as an exploratory analysis of the dataset and it shows
that the provided labels are not reliable for meaningful evaluation. Furthermore,
as the data often covers several overlapping concepts in a narrow domain, the
existing pretrained embeddings are not effective at capturing the nuanced differ-
ences and the clustering algorithms do not separate the data points that fit the
operational objectives according to provided labels. Nevertheless, our qualita-
tive analysis shows that unsupervised clustering algorithms could contribute to
the goal of minimizing manual efforts in the data labeling process to a certain de-
gree in the preprocessing step, but more could be achieved in a semi-supervised
“human-in-the-loop” manner.
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1. Introduction

Text classification refers to the task of automatically assigning texts to different cat-
egories, and it has long been a major research area of natural language processing
and machine learning in general for its application in spam filtering, genre detection,
and sentiment analysis to name a few. Recent years have seen impressive progress in
text classification with the development of deep learning methods applying to large
amounts of labeled data (Bhavani and Santhosh Kumar, 2021). However, labeled data
requires expensive manual labor, and is not always readily available. User-generated
short texts are being produced in abundance in customer service interactions through
phone calls or chats online. This kind of user generated, unstructured text data could
be of great use if classified and labeled, preferably without extensive manual efforts.

There has been research in unsupervised text classification, such as topic model-
ing, which classifies texts into categories that are unknown a priori. However short
texts pose additional challenges in that they often contain much fewer words to pro-
vide contexts for sufficient latent semantic information that is crucial in the popu-
lar algorithms developed to address the task of text classification on paragraphs or
documents. A number of works have investigated extending topic modeling to short
texts by incorporating expert knowledge or extra information beyond the text itself.
Another research avenue is the use of word embeddings and machine learning algo-
rithms. Both directions havemade impressive progress on several established datasets
for short texts clustering (Popov et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021). In this thesis, we want
to explore unsupervised clustering of short texts on a real-world dataset proprietary
to Telia, a Swedish telecommunications company that proposed this project.

1.1. Purpose

In this project, we use a real-world dataset of short texts, consisting of transcriptions
of first utterances in a Conversational Interactive Voice Response solution, which rep-
resents a spectrum of sub domains within customer service for the company as a
whole. These utterances often convey the reasons why customers make contact and
could be of great use if the reasons can be identified automatically and categorized
according to the operational objectives of the company.

We perform an extensive exploration of the data and determine the feasibility of
using unsupervised methods to cluster the data in a meaningful way, in the hope to
serve as a basis for minimizing human efforts in manual labeling and categorization
of such data. We intend to survey the methods used in the literature and apply a few
of the most applicable to our dataset based on its characteristics and for practical
constraints.

The nature of unsupervised classification or clustering on the real-world data with-
out reliable gold labels means that this project is more exploratory, and aims to inves-
tigate to what extent it is helpful rather than benchmarking scores of accuracy and
thus findings should be viewed within this scope.
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1.2. ResearchQuestions

In particular, we want to investigate the following research questions:

1. How effective are different pretrained embeddings at capturing the nuances
of different concepts in the specialized domain of telecommunication and at
partitioning short texts of these concepts.

2. How well can the selected clustering algorithms separate the user-generated
noisy data in a way that fits the operational objectives?

3. How applicable or useful are the available evaluation metrics in gauging the ef-
fectiveness of clustering results of real-world data without attested gold labels?

To answer these questions, we conduct experiments on representative subsets of
the data as well as the full dataset. In addition, we carry out manual labeling on se-
lected subsets of the data for better evaluation and perform detailed manual examina-
tions of the resulting clusters.

1.3. Thesis Outline

The thesis report is structured as follow: Chapter 2 gives an overview of unsupervised
text classification, relevant works done in the area as well as common datasets and
evaluation methods in the literature. Chapter 3 presents an exploratory overview of
our real-world dataset, and the methods chosen for this project. Chapter 4 presents
our experiments and results on the selected subsets of the data as well as the full
dataset with brief discussion of manual examination of the cluster assignments. Chap-
ter 5 summarises the observations from our experiments, as well as the challenges and
limitations in this project. Chapter 6 concludes the work and poses ideas for future
work in the area.
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2. Background: Unsupervised Text
Classification

In this chapter, we first present the concept of short texts by an overview of the es-
tablished datasets used in the surveyed literature on clustering short texts. We then
introduce unsupervisedmethods in text classification, starting with transformation of
text into mathematical representation readable by computers, then covering various
unsupervised algorithms, as well as presenting some current works relevant to the
aim of our project.

2.1. Short Texts Datasets and Evaluations

Despite text classification being an important area of research, there is no consensus
on the definition of short texts. Rather, they are often presented in contrast to doc-
uments and paragraphs, without a clearly defined length restriction. By looking at
the datasets used in the literature in this area, short texts commonly refer to tweets,
search queries, or chat messages. Nevertheless, these texts can vary in length from a
single word, a sentence, to 280 characters for a tweet, or even longer depending upon
the length allowed in various communication mediums.

Most approaches proposed in the works surveyed are done with the Air Travel
Information Service (ATIS) dataset (Hemphill et al., 1990), the SearchSnippets dataset
(Phan et al., 2008), and the StackOverflow dataset.1 Other proprietary datasets are also
used but not disclosed in some of the surveyed literature.

The ATIS dataset contains recordings of conversations between humans and the au-
tomated airline travel inquiry systems about flight information and the corresponding
transcripts. The recordings are often used for spoken language processing and un-
derstanding, while the transcripts are often used for Intent Detection.2 The dataset
consists of 17 unique intent categories.

SearchSnippets, by contrast, consists of web search queries from 8 different do-
mains, such as Business, Computers, Health, etc.. This dataset was first curated for
classifying short and sparse texts, hence more aligned with our objectives. The Stack-
Overflow dataset was originally curated for predicting closed questions. Xu et al.
(2015) experimented on a selection of data containing 20000 questions from 20 cat-
egories (tags) for clustering short texts.

Though used for unsupervised tasks, these datasets often come with clear cate-
gories and predefined labels, and thus the unsupervised task can be evaluated in a
supervised manner with class accuracy. In addition to Accuracy, Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI) scores are also reported as the standard clustering evaluation met-
rics. Adjusted rand index (ARI) scores are sometimes provided but not in all papers.
These metrics all require knowledge of the ground truth. The Mutual Information
measures the agreement between the true labels and the assigned cluster labels, with

1https://www.kaggle.com/c/predict-closed-questions-on-stack-overflow/data
2Intent Detection is to classify user’s utterances into predefined action goals in task-oriented systems.

Intent Detection is not the purpose of this project. Yet this project could be seen as an intermediary
exploration step towards that direction.
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value close to 1 indicating perfect alignment while value close to 0 otherwise, ignor-
ing the permutation. The Rand index measures the similarity of the assignment of
true labels and cluster labels, ignoring permutations. The ARI has a range of [−1, 1],
with 1 signifying perfect match. More details on evaluation metrics are presented in
Section 3.2.3.

2.2. Vector Representation of Texts

To classify texts, they first have to be represented in a way that can be “understood” by
computers. The representation of words in vector space is referred to as word vectors.
These vectors are then used as feature representation for a variety of downstream
NLP tasks, including text classification.

A simple way to represent texts numerically is by one-hot encoding, where each
word in the corpus has a value of 1 or 0 representing its presence or absence in the
text and fed in one a at a time. One-hot vectors can be very large and sparse and do
not capture the meaning of the words, as they do not distinguish “cat” and “table”.

Standard Bag-of-Word vectors represent texts by the number of times a feature (i.e.,
word) is present in a document. They too however often result in large, sparse vec-
tors, and do not capture the nuances of word contexts via positioning in a sentence.
Document matrix improves on the idea by incorporating the counts of the words ap-
pearing in the texts overmultiple documents.Methods can then be applied to optimize
the counts, such as identifying weights of different words. TF-IDF (term frequency–
inverse document frequency), for example, weights the counts by valuing less fre-
quent terms in the whole corpus to be more representative of a certain document to
adjust for the common words in the vocabulary.These vector representations are pop-
ular choices as inputs for Topic Modeling, an unsupervised way to group documents
of similar topics.

The proliferation of embeddings have made them popular choices as inputs into
clustering algorithms over traditional count-based vector representations. Whereas
traditional count-based vectors are large and sparse, dense vector word embeddings
are trained based on the ideas of Distributional Semantics that postulates words ap-
pear in similar contexts most frequently share similar meanings (Harris, 1954).

2.2.1. Static Word Embeddings

There are different ways to incorporate contexts in training word embeddings. Global
Matrix Factorization methods mostly use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to cap-
ture statistical information from large corpora, either by simple co-occurrence counts
(Lund and Burgess, 1996) or Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI; Bullinaria
and Levy, 2007). The general step is to construct a word-context matrix where the
rows represent words, the columns represent possible contexts, and each element
represents the association between a given word and the other words as its contexts.
The association is measured either by co-occurrence counts of the words and its adja-
cent words in a given corpus, or PPMI that how often the word and the context words
appear together more often then expected by chance. Since such matrices are often
sparse, the raw matrix is very large and co-occurrences of any two words are limited.
SVD is then performed to reduce the dimensionality of such matrices.

The second way is prediction-based, or sometimes referred to as window-based
methods, that learn word vectors by making predictions for local context of a given
word. There are two variants illustrated in Figure 2.1 (Mikolov, Le, et al., 2013): the
Continuous Bag ofWords (CBOW)model uses surrounding words to predict the word
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Figure 2.1.: In the CBOW model, surrounding words are used as contexts to predict the
word in the middle. In the Skip-gram model, the input word is used to predict
the context (Diagram from Mikolov, Le, et al., 2013).

in themiddlewhile the Skip-grammodel uses themiddleword to predict the surround-
ing context words. Word2Vec (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013) is a popular embedding
represenations derived from such a method. FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) is an
extension of Word2Vec that utilizes subword information allowing it to better han-
dle unknown words, which is particularly useful for morphologically rich languages.
Global Vectors for Word Representation (GloVe; Pennington et al., 2014) combines
both count-based global matrix factorization and prediction-based methods.

2.2.2. Contextual Word Representations

A noted drawback to many of the aforementioned word embeddings is their “static”
nature. By this we mean they are unable to distinguish different contexts, and thus
do not effectively capture a wide range of semantic properties such as polysemous
words or antonyms. An example would be the word “bank” in the sense of “financial
institute” and “river bank” should, ideally, be represented by different vectors, but
are represented indistinguishably by the static embeddings. Contextual word embed-
dings represent the same word differently depending on its adjacent words in specific
sentences, as opposed to a static vector that represents the two “bank” meanings in-
distinguishably.

Contextualized embeddings early on were derived from language models. Peters et
al. (2018) are among the first to propose such method when they introduced ELMo, by
trainingword embeddings on arbitrarily long contexts instead of the context windows
of limited sizes. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT; De-
vlin et al., 2019) developed on the idea by training contextual embeddings via the
objectives of Masked Language Modeling and Next Sentence Prediction through a
bidirectional transformer architecture. Embeddings derived from BERT achieve state-
of-the-art on several downstream tasks, becoming the primary embedding choice of
many NLP tasks.

2.2.3. Sentence Representations

The same logic followswith sentence representation, where each sentence is projected
into the vector space.Themost simple way is by taking the average of the sum of each
word vector in a sentence.Thismethod is common before the prevalence of pretrained
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embeddings such as BERT. However, as contextual word embeddings encode words
differently in different contexts, BERT and other variants encode the sentence as a
whole and output a final hidden layer as a representation of the sentence in the vec-
tor space. In supervised tasks, a popular approach to derive sentence embeddings is
by using scalar mixing weights, introduced in ELMo (Peters et al., 2018), to find the
combinations of layers that are most relevant to a specific classification task. Or as in
BERT, the [CLS] token from a fine-tuned model is often used as the representation of
the sentence.

Reimers and Gurevych (2019) developed Sentence-BERT as a library to derive sen-
tence embeddings based on BERT, as well as other transformer models, and is appli-
cable for both supervised and unsupervised classification tasks. They found that by
computing the mean of all output vectors, i.e. adding an operation of mean pooling
strategy, can best represent the sentences while preserve the semantic similarity.

2.3. Topic Modeling

Topic Modeling refers to the automatic identification of the topics in a large collec-
tion of documents according to the statistical distributions of words-in-topics and
topics-in-documents. Topic Modeling is unsupervised in nature, and often employs
algorithms such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer et al., 1998), which ap-
plies Singular Value Decomposition to term-document matrices, or Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA; Blei et al., 2003), a generative statistical model that based on the
dirichlet distribution. However, note that it deals with documents, which often con-
sist of a large amount long sentences, which are quite different from the short texts
that we are facing with in this project. Short texts contain fewer words, and thus pro-
vide less or even almost no additional contextual information. Common approaches
to address this issue often involve enriching the original data with additional infor-
mation, either from search engine or from external knowledge repositories such as
Wikipedia (Jin et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2013).

2.4. Clustering

Clustering algorithms are a group of unsupervised machine learning algorithms that
aim to group similar data points together and separate dissimilar ones based on de-
fined similarity and distancemetrics. A brief taxonomy of the popular clusteringmeth-
ods are discussed below, focusing the ones that are more relevant to this project. More
details of the specific algorithms are discussed in Section 3.2.2.

• Partition
– Centroid-based: K-means

• Density-based
– DBSCAN

• Hierarchical clustering
– Agglomerative

Partition-based clustering methods aim to group data points into distinct groups,
and often requires a known k, i.e. the number of clusters which presuppose sufficient
knowledge of the data at hand.
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Density-based methods identify clusters as dense areas in the data distribution
where many points are present while points in sparse areas are often considered as
noise.

Hierarchical clustering algorithms perform a hierarchical decomposition of the
dataset represented by dendrograms. Agglomerate clustering is a bottom-up approach
that treats each data point as their own cluster, and iteratively group similar points
together to form a new group, and ultimately the whole dataset could be merged as
a single cluster. Conversely, the dendrogram can be built top-down through splitting
operations.

2.5. Related Works

Ko and Seo (2000) were among the first to explore the task of text classification in
an unsupervised manner. They utilized a list of keywords that were manually gen-
erated according to predefined categories. They labeled the sentences containing any
keywords with the keywords as their labels, and these sentences would serve as rep-
resentative sentences. Then the similarities between these representative sentences
and the rest of the sentences without any keywords would be calculated according to
a set of Affinity formulae (see Karov and Edelman, 1998, for details).

Jin et al. (2011) proposed a Dual LDA method to learn target topics from unlabeled
short texts and auxiliary topics from additional long texts to improve the clustering
of short texts. Similarly, Yang et al. (2013) applied LDA to longer texts of related cate-
gories from Wikipedia and use Information Gained, specifically the probabilistic dis-
tributions of words to topics, together with their variant of Expected Cross Entropy of
words to classify short texts with supervision. Along the same line, Miller et al. (2016)
explored the informed LDA with the representations of the TF-IDF vectors learned
from Wikipedia data for unsupervised document classification.

Gallagher et al. (2017) put forwardCorrelation Explanation (CorEx), an alternative
to the generative model of LDA that performs comparably in unsupervised settings.
CorEx takes an information-theoretic approach that looks for topics that are most
informative of a set of documents. Additionally, they proposed Anchored CorEx to
incorporate word-level information. In a semi-supervised fashion, the anchor, which
can be a single word or a set of words, is used to find and categorize textsmost relevant
to the provided word or words.

Popov et al. (2019) proposed a two-level Hierarchical Topic Model for the task of
unsupervised intent detection in dialogues. The first level represents the subject mat-
ter while the second level corresponds to the action wished to be taken, i.e. the intent.
The authors contend that there exists cases that share the same subject matter, while
differ in their intent, and vice versa. An example given is that “I want to make an
appointment with a cardiologist” and “I want to make an appointment with a neurol-
ogist” shares the same intent while “My credit card is blocked” and “I want to block
my credit card” requires different actions. Thus, constructing a two level feature sets
by subjects and actions respectively could address such challenges.

In general, applying topic modeling in clustering short texts often involves aug-
menting the data at hand with additional material, and/or carefully designed keyword
lists or feature sets.The results are highly dependent on the availability of the relevant
resources.

After the success of word embeddings such as Word2Vec and GloVe, there has been
several studies in combining it with topic modeling, such as the works by Das et al.
(2015) and X. Li et al. (2016) that incorporates the semantic information from the
embeddings to the topic models. However, this line of works are mainly concerned
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with documents. W. Gao et al. (2018) extend the idea to short texts with the statistical
approach of Condition Random Field (CRF) by aggregating similar short texts based
on embedding distances into long pseudo documents. Their experiments outperforms
the standard LDA and some of its variants on the StackOverflow dataset.

Xu et al. (2017) used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for clustering short
texts.The feature representations used to train the CNN are binary codes learned with
non-linear dimensionality reduction methods through a self-taught learning frame-
work. The CNN output is then feed as input for K-means clustering. Their approach
achieves better results in terms of both accuracy and NMI on both the StackOverflow
and SearchSnippets data compared to earlier approaches with neural networks.

An improvement in accuracy scores on both datasets are made by Hadifar et al.
(2019) through appling Smooth Inverse Frequency (SIF) embeddings for short texts
and performs clustering with reduced dimensional representation of SIF through an
autoencoder architecture. SIF is a weighting scheme for sentence embeddings that
presumes themost important words in a sentence should be less frequent in the whole
corpus.

Zhang et al. (2021) proposed a cluster-level attention mechanism to capture the
correlations between text representation and cluster representations in an adversar-
ial training framework for clustering short texts. This approach saw slight improve-
ment on the StackOverflow data in terms of accuracy, ARI and NMI scores, as well
as on some other datasets of short text. However, it is worth noting that they ex-
perimented on carefully selected subsets of the datasets to ensure label quality and
favorable grouping quality.
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3. Data and Methods

3.1. Data

The data contains samples of first utterances in a Conversational Interactive Voice
Response solution. These utterances are very similar to first utterances in a chatbot
where the user typically explains their intent, problem, or question for contact. The
labeling was done according to a 3-level principle of Family-Intention-Subject. The
Application labels provided with the data contain 93 attested unique combinations
of the 3-level label sets. These facts reveal that the data used in this project is very
different from the data typically used in the literature as discussed in Section 2.5. For
this reason, it is crucial to gain a more in-depth understanding of the nature of the
data.

3.1.1. Data Description

Word Counts

The original dataset contains 79949 samples. Over 90% percent of the data instances
contain 3 words or less. The longest utterances contain 54 words. It shows that in
this dataset, the majority of the users seeking customer services tend to express the
need in 3 words or less. And due to the limited numbers of topics in the specific
domain of telecommunication services, there are a large amount of identical texts.
When duplicates of the identical texts and labels are removed, the remaining number
of rows is 12688. The entire corpus contains 4794 unique tokens before processing,
and 4629 unique tokens after removing transcription markers. 3

Figure 3.1.: Word Counts Statistics

3See Section 3.1.2 for the details of these transcription markers and corresponding preprocessing
choices.
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Figure 3.2.: Number of data points according to the first set of labels.
Unique Counts refers to the number of data points after removing all duplicated
text inputs with the same label sets.

Provided Labels

There are three labels for each data point; which represent 13, 16, and 36 distinct cate-
gories for Family-Intention-Subject respectively. These labels could potentially create
7488 combinations of unique label sets. However, the unique label sets that actually
occur in our data set is 93. Such fine-grained classifications pose huge challenges even
for supervised classification, and a closer look at the labels reveals a good amount of
inconsistencies, contributing to the difficulty of directly leveraging the labels as gold
standards for training and/or evaluations.

1. There are 13 unique categories in the first set of labels.
As shown in Figure 3.2, the category of “broadband”, “mobileTelephony”, “tele-
phony” and “digitalTV” account for more than half of the data points, and more
than 30% of the data points are labeled “unknown” or with ambiguous labels
such as “other” or “anything”.

2. There are 16 unique categories in the second set of labels.
At this level, more than half of the data points, and around 30% of the unique
data points are put into the category of “unknown”. The next most prominent
category is “billing”, followed by categories of “support” and “other”, which
appear to be rather ambiguous.

3. For the third set of labels, there are 36 categories.
The top three categories are, again, “unknown”, “other”, and “anything”.
“Subscription”, “lineOrPhone”, “refill”, “email”, “move”, “telephoneNumber”, and
“abroad” are the categories with counts of unique data points above 100.The rest
categories can be either a specific action such as “block”, a general issue such
as “PUKcode”, or a Proper Noun denoting a Named Entity of a service product
such as “Spotify”. There are also more fine-grained categories of “subcrciption”
labeled as “subscription_deceased” or “subscription_type_period”.

A closer look at the available combinations also reveals that the categories of most
prominent counts of data points almost always contain two “unknown”s in the la-
bel set. Some of the first level labels have very few combinations. For example, the
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first level category “IPtelephony” only occurs twice with labels “IPtelephony-support-
anything” and “IPtelephony-unknown-unknown”. Popular first level category “broad-
band” has 12 different label sets. However, some of the labels can be confusing as
“broadband-support-email” and “broadband-unknown-email” do not necessarily have
clear distinctions across individual data points. It is also worth noting that, these
category names can be confusing for those not within the telecommunication cus-
tomer support group. For example, four labels contain “telephony”, and it is not clear
whether the label “telephony” could be understood as an umbrella term for the other
three: “mobileTelephony”, “fixedTelephony” and/or “IPtelephony”.

In summary, the provided labels are very fine-grained and contain a large amount
of ambiguities and inconsistencies. Furthermore, as per the data provider, the data
was collected in a relatively long time frame, with different annotators observing pos-
sibly different versions guidelines with different operational objectives, which makes
it difficult to manipulate and/or disambiguate the labels. Thus, using them as gold
labels for evaluation should be done with a great deal of caution and understanding.

3.1.2. Data Preprocessing

In this section, some of the basic data cleaning steps and resulting statistics are pre-
sented.

1. Remove transcription markers and markers produced during data anonymiza-
tion process.

• “@hes@” (“hesitance”)
• “@förstår_ej@” (“do not understand”)
• “@name” (“name”)
• “@telnr@” (“telephone number”)

2. Remove duplicates that contain the exact same text input and label sets after
the aforementioned processes. This step affects mainly data points with token
counts less than 8. The statistics regarding the number of instances according
to different word counts are shown in Table 3.3.

3. Remove Stopwords
This step is done after manual examination of the clustering results, which is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

3.2. Methods

In Chapter 2, we survey the related works into two categories of methods, topic mod-
eling with and clustering with word embeddings. After an exploratory look into our
dataset in Section 3.1, it becomes clear that topic modeling and its variant approaches
are unsuitable, as these approaches either requires expert knowledge to curate key-
words list or longer texts in the same domain as auxiliary contexts.There is no publicly
available data in this specific domain. The expert knowledge proves difficult to gain
for the reason mentioned in Section 3.1.1: the data was collected in a relatively long
time frame, with different annotators observing possibly different versions guidelines
with different operational objectives, and thus hard to collate in the time frame of this
project. As a result, we choose the direction of embeddings and clustering to explore
how far could uninformed unsupervised approach go in clustering this specific real-
world dataset.
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Figure 3.3.: Data statistics before and after removing duplicated text inputs with the same
label sets.

3.2.1. Text Representation: Embeddings

fastText

While Swedish is not often considered a particularly morphologically rich language,
it can create new words by compounding existing ones, a common feature in Ger-
manic languages. Thus, there exists the ability to continually create novel words,
which poses the challenge of high counts of new unknown words for static word
embeddings. FastText, which is designed to address such issue by utilizing subword
information, is therefore a suitable choice for creating vector representation for our
data in this project.

The fastText embeddings used in our project are the Swedish fastText embeddings
trained on Common Crawl and Wikipedia data by Grave et al. (2018). The model was
trained in the fashion of Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) in dimension size of 300,
with character 5-grams and position weights, and a window of size 5 and 10 negatives.

Sentence-BERT

Reimers and Gurevych (2019) developed sentence-BERT, which is a modification of
the BERT model that makes it possible to derive fixed-sized sentence embedding for
individual sentence by adding a pooling operation. As a result, sentence-BERT allows
for efficient computation for Semantic Textual Similarity (STS) Tasks, including text
clustering.

More precisely, the sentences are feed into a transformer model such as BERT. As
contextualized word embeddings (output vectors) are produced by BERT for every
input token, a pooling operation is performed. The pooling option is by defaultMean
Pooling, i,e. averaging all contextual embeddings of the tokens except for [CLS] and
[SEP] tokens, a fixed size of 768 dimensional vector is derived for the input sentence.4
For our experiments in Section 4.1, the single-word inputs are fed into the sentence-
BERT model, and the resulting embeddings are simply the BERT embeddings of the
input tokens.

4Other transformer models and pooling options are also available, with mean pooling as the default
and preferred option for preserving semantic similarity.
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Figure 3.4.: SBERT architecture at inference, for example, to compute similarity scores (Di-
agram from Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).

In the project, our embeddings are derived from the Sentence Transformer frame-
work developed by Reimers andGurevych (2020) through the implementation onHug-
gingface (Wolf et al., 2020). The pre-trained Swedish model is built upon the Swedish
BERT model trained by Malmsten et al. (2020) on 200M sentences (3000M tokens)
from various sources including books, news, government publications, wikipedia and
internet forums.5 We follow the default Mean-Pooling option.

3.2.2. Clustering Algorithms

K-means

K-means is a partition-based clustering algorithm that aims to separate data points
into groups of equal variance by minimizing the criterion of within-cluster sum-of-
squares, which is defined as below, where 𝜇 𝑗 is the 𝑗𝑡ℎ centroid and 𝑥𝑖 refers to each
data point in the dataset.

𝑛∑
𝑖=0

min
𝜇 𝑗 ∈𝐶

(
𝑥𝑖 − 𝜇 𝑗

2) (3.1)

This criterion is also often referred to as inertia, and it presupposes that the clusters
are convex, which is spherically distributed in the geometric space. However, this is
often not the case, especially for the vector representation of textual data in high
dimensional space.

K-means requires a known k, as the number of centroids to initiate at the first step.
Then the rest of the data points are assigned to their nearest centroids respectively. A
new sets of centroids will then be computed based on themean of previous data points
in the clusters. These two steps are done iteratively until the centroids stop making
notable movement. The distance metric used in K-means is Euclidean Distance, the
distance between two data points 𝑝 and 𝑞 is defined as follow and applies to vectors
of the same length in higher dimensions pointwise:

𝑑 (𝑝, 𝑞) =

√√
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖)2 (3.2)

5“bert-base-swedish-cased”, available at https://github.com/Kungbib/swedish-bert-models.
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Figure 3.5.: A visual comparison of K-means and DBSCAN on synthetic data from McInnes
and Healy (2017): cluster assignments are color coded with grey indicating noise
that do not belong to any other color clusters.

K-means, for its simplicity, is often the default algorithm applied in most cluster-
ing projects, including the literature surveyed in our topic of short text classification.
However, apart from the fact that k is often hard to choose in a truly unsupervised
scenario, K-means does not scale well when the dimensionality of the data is too high,
or the intended clusters are of varying size or density.

DBSCAN

Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN; Ester et al.,
1996) is a density-based clustering algorithm, which does not presuppose the convex
shape of data distribution. Instead, DBSCAN forms clusters of points that are dense in
an area, i.e. where many data points are present. Data points that are certain distance
away from the core samples in the neighboring dense areas are considered as noise.

DBSCAN requires two parameters: min_samples, and 𝜖 . min_samples refers to the
minimal number of data points to form a cluster to be considered dense; 𝜖 refers to
the distance to the core points of the cluster. For selecting min_samples, Sander et
al. (2004) give the rule of thumb of choosing two times the dimensions of the data.
According to Rahmah and Sitanggang (2016), the optimal 𝜖 is best determined by
plotting a k-distance graph. The graph sorts all the data points by the distance to the
nearest k points for each point.The k is determined bymin_sample. The optimal value
occurs at the maximum curvature of the graph. DBSCAN supports pairwise Cosine
Distance. The cosine distance between two vectors ®𝑎 and ®𝑏 is defined as 1 minus the
cosine similarity between these two vectors, where cosine similarity is the division
between the dot product of the vectors and the product of the euclidean norms or
magnitude of each vector:

1 − cos𝜃 = 1 − ®𝑎 · ®𝑏
‖ ®𝑎‖ ·

®𝑏 = 1 −
∑𝑛

1 𝑎𝑖𝑏𝑖√∑𝑛
1 𝑎

2
𝑖

√∑𝑛
1 𝑏

2
𝑖

(3.3)

It is the preferred distance metrics for evaluating the similarities of vectors of text
representation in high dimensional space. In this sense, DBSCAN would seem better
suited for our dataset given its noisy nature and unknown number of possible clusters.

Figure 3.5 shows that while k-means clustering separates connected dense areas
into different clusters, creating the light blue cluster on the bottom of the figure, DB-
SCAN is able to keep clusters intact and also identify noisy points scattered around.
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3.2.3. Evaluation Metrics

Metrics without Gold Labels

Although the dataset comes with manual labels, these labels should be viewed with a
great deal of caution.Thus, evaluation metrics that require ground truth labels should
not be solely relied on.There are several evaluationmetrics that do not require ground
truth labels, even though they generally produce higher scores for convex clusters
than clusters generated by density-based methods such as DBSCAN.The unreliability
of gold labels also means that the clustering results cannot be measured by precision
or recall, rather by the distances between the data points belonging to different cluster
assignments. Generally speaking, well separated cluster assignment are preferred by
these metrics.

• Silhouette Coefficient (Rousseeuw, 1987)
The score is bounded by [-1, 1], where higher scores indicate better clusters and
scores close to zero indicate overlapping clusters.

𝑆 =
𝑏 − 𝑎

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑎, 𝑏)
– 𝑎 is the mean distance of a data point and all other data points in the same

cluster;
– 𝑏 is the mean distance of a data point and all other data points in the next

nearest cluster.

• Calinski-Harabasz Index (Caliński and Harabasz, 1974)
Also known as the Variance Ratio Criterion. The score is the ratio of the sum
of between-cluster dispersion and the sum of within-cluster dispersion. Dis-
persion refers to the sum of distances squared. Higher scores relate to better
defined clusters. Calinski-Harabasz score has no upper bound.

Metrics with (Quasi) Gold Labels

To better understand the experiment results, we manually labeled some subsets of the
data, thus some standard evaluation metrics are used for comparing the clustering
results with these quasi gold labels.

• Adjusted Rand Index (ARI; Hubert and Arabie, 1985)
Rand Index measures the similarity between the gold cluster assignment and
the clustering algorithm label assignment. ARI is adjusted for chance, it gives
random clustering a score closer to zero, and perfect clustering scored at 1.0.
The score range is [-1,1].

𝑅𝐼 =
𝑎 + 𝑏

𝐶
𝑛𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

2

𝐴𝑅𝐼 =
𝑅𝐼 − 𝐸 [𝑅𝐼 ]

𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑅𝐼 ) − 𝐸 [𝑅𝐼 ]
– a is the number of pairs of same elements occurring in the gold cluster

and the derived cluster;
– b is the number of pairs of different elements occurring in the gold cluster

and the derived cluster;
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– 𝐶
𝑛𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠

2 is the total number of possible pairs of elements in the whole
dataset;

– 𝐸 [𝑅𝐼 ] is the expected RI of random labeling, which can be derived from a
contingency table.

• Normalized Mutual Information (NMI; Strehl and Ghosh, 2002)
Mutual Informationmeasures the agreement of the gold cluster assignment and
the cluster assignment of the clustering algorithm. A score closer to 1 signifies
perfect agreement. NMI is not adjusted against chance.

𝑀𝐼 (𝑈 ,𝑉 ) =
|𝑈 |∑
𝑖=1

|𝑉 |∑
𝑗=1

��𝑈𝑖 ∩𝑉𝑗

��
𝑁

log

(
𝑁

��𝑈𝑖 ∩𝑉𝑗

��
|𝑈𝑖 |

��𝑉𝑗

��
)

𝑁𝑀𝐼 (𝑈 ,𝑉 ) = 𝑀𝐼 (𝑈 ,𝑉 )
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐻 (𝑈 ), 𝐻 (𝑉 ))

– 𝑈 and 𝑉 are two label assignments of the same set of data points;
– The MI of these two sets can be expressed in set cardinality formulation;
– MI is normalized by the mean of their entropy.

• Homogeneity, completeness and V-measure (Rosenberg and Hirschberg, 2007)
These measures are intuitive and have no assumptions of the cluster shapes. All
scores are bounded by [0, 1], where 1 signifies perfect score.They do not account
for random assignments.

– Homogeneity: Each cluster only contains elements from a single gold
class;

– Completeness: All elements in a gold class is assigned to the same cluster;
– V-measure: The harmonic mean of Homogeneity and Completeness.

3.2.4. Dimensionality Reduction and Visualization

As unsupervised text classification can be difficult to evaluate without gold labels as
reference to produce scores of accuracy, visualization is a common practice and vital
for intuitive understanding and qualitative analysis.The representations of words and
sentences in the vector space are of very high dimensions: the dimension of our cho-
sen FastText embeddings is 300, while Sentence-BERT embeddings have 768 dimen-
sions. Therefore, they can be difficult to be visualized in only two or three dimensions
that are familiar to human perceptions.

For dimensionality reduction and the visualization of the data and experiment re-
sults, we use Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP; McInnes et
al., 2020). UMAP is based on the mathematical foundation of topological data analy-
sis and manifold learning, which presupposes a uniform distribution of data on the
manifold, a geometric space that resembles but is distinct from the Euclidean space.
Compared to T-SNE (t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding) (van der Maaten
and Hinton, 2008), another popular dimensionality reduction and visualization algo-
rithm, UMAP produces comparable visualization results and is better at preserving
global information, meaning the distances among different clusters are better rep-
resented. Furthermore, it is more memory efficient and poses no computational re-
strictions on embedding dimensions and thus more scalable on larger datasets. These
features corresponds well with our data.
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4. Experiments and Results

In this chapter, we discuss the experiments conducted and report the corresponding
results. Section 4.1 presents the experiments on the subset of the full dataset which
contains single-word utterances. Section 4.2 describe our manual (re-)labeling of a
subset of the full corpus, and the subsequent experiments and results on the subset.
Section 4.3 attempts to give a broader picture by performing experiments on the full
dataset.6

4.1. Single-Word Utterance Clustering

Despite that the number of single-word utterances is reduced dramatically after the
removal of duplicates, these type of data points account for more than 50% of all en-
tries in the original corpus. As there is no more background information available,
single-word utterances pose additional challenge as the categorization of these data
points depends solely on their vector representations from pretrained word embed-
dings. These embeddings remain static for there exists no contexts to derive varied
contextual meanings.

Since there is no reliable gold standard for evaluation, we opt for manual evaluation
and to simplify the process, we perform the experiments on a subset of the data.These
experiments serve as amicroscopic look into the behaviors of the existing embeddings
and the nature of the data on hand.

Below is information regarding the categories of the single utterances. The first-
level category of choice is “telephony”. There are 127 unique data points and they be-
long to 13 unique combinations of second-level and third-level categorizations. First,
we present the data in terms of its fastText embeddings, visualized via UMAP. Note
that this is not a clustering attempt, rather it is to see the relationship of the data points
with reference to their given labels in the vector space according to their pretrained
embeddings.

4.1.1. Visual Clusters with FastText Embeddings

Figure 4.1 is the UMAP visualization of all the unique single-word data points in “tele-
phony” category with fastText embeddings. It shows no clear clusters of data points
belonging to provided label categories. However, when we print out the actual texts
of each data point, their projection makes some sense considering only the text. It
seems that the erratic pattern reflects more of the labels rather than the data.

From the visualization produced by fastText Embeddings via UMAP projection, we
notice three interesting patterns.

1. Some clusters consist of utterances containing the same subword information
and have the same operational labels. This is the most ideal scenario. However,
there are two different cases when considering the actual texts and the opera-
tional function of the labels.

6Please refer to Table 5.2 for detailed statistics of the subsets used in the experiments.
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Figure 4.1.: UMAP visualization of fastText embeddings of unique single-word data points
of “telephony”, color-coded in 13 different cluster assignments.

a) Several data points belonging to the category “telephony-wantGeneralInfo-
telephoneNumber” are successfully grouped together for that the single
word texts all contain the subword nummer (“number”). These data points
are circled in purple on the top of the Figure 4.1.

b) There are data points that share the subword tele, which is common in all
data points, but of less congruous meaning, appearing together with the
labels of “telephony-unknown-unknown” and “telephony-other-other”,
which can be seen as ambiguous labels that are designed for noise.

2. Some visual clusters of utterances contain the same subword information but
have different operational labels.
For example: röstmeddelande (“voicemessage”),meddelandeton (“message tone”),
telefonmeddelande (“telephone message”) all belong to a tiny cluster of data
points that appear very close to each other in our visualization based on their
fastText embeddings. (See the blue circle in Figure 4.1.) This behavior fits our
expectations as they all contain the same subword meddelande (“message”).
However, all three instances have different labels, with “telephony-unknown-
voiceMail”, “telephony-other-other”, and “telephony-un-
known-unknown” respectively. Without more in-depth knowledge of the de-
tails of the original labeling process, we cannot dismiss the seemingly inexpli-
cable labels and argue that the embeddings make more sense than the provided
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labels. In this case, all three data points refer to some kind of telephonemessage,
but the nuanced difference in whether it is a voice message or other kind might
be considered important depending on the operational objectives of the service
provider. Nevertheless, it is clear that the labels present conflicting information
compared to the actual texts when examined on the microscopic level.

3. The aforementioned examples contain a data point labeled “telephony-unknown
-voiceMail”, which is a more specific category than the other two. Thus, we in-
tentionally look for the other data points in the same category. As it turns out,
the only other two data points (talsvarsärende (“voicemail”) and voice-mail) are
scattered very far away from this one, due to the fact that these three pieces of
textual data consist of very different subwords, and are thus represented differ-
ently in the vector space. Another interesting observation regarding the data
point “voice-mail” is that it is surrounded by other texts consist of hyphens.

As expected, fastText Embeddings are able to capture “forms”, even in the narrow
domain of telecommunication. However, they struggle to capture synonyms that have
drastically different forms in this narrow domain. It can be argued that if we are to
cluster them together with words from very different domains such as politics or
entertainment, we might see them closer together and far from the words in the other
domains. But in a narrow domain of “telephony”, the pretrained fastText embeddings
fail to capture these synonyms, and separate them from other closely related concepts
in the same domain.

We further examine the visuals of sentence-BERT embeddings and the hybrid em-
beddings respectively, and notice the similar absence of structured clusters except for
a few dots share similar subwords but labeled unspecificly as “support-anything”.The
visuals can be referred to in Appendix A.

4.1.2. Clustering Experiments

After initial visual exploration with the UMAP projection, we apply two different
clustering algorithms to the fastText embeddings using K-means and DBSCAN. We
apply these clustering algorithms on two additional types of embeddings besides fast-
Text embeddings: Sentence-Bert embeddings and the concatenation of the fastText
and Sentence-Bert embeddings. Since the dimensionality of fastText is 300 while the
Sentence-Bert embeddings have the dimensionality of 768, we balance this by reduc-
ing both to 100 dimensions with UMAP, resulting the hybrid embedding of 200 di-
mensions. The hybrid embeddings used in the subsequent experiments in Section 4.2
and Section 4.3 are created in the same manner.

K-means Clustering

The results for K-means clustering in terms of scores according to several different
evaluation metrics (see Section 3.2.3), both with reference to the provided labels and
without, are presented in Table 4.1. Higher scores are preferred and better scores are
highlighted in bold. The first five rows of scores take into the provided labels for
calculation, and the fastText embeddings show slight advantages, followed by the
hybrid embeddings, while the sentence-BERT embeddings lacking behind. However,
the differences in these scores are not prominent enough to be definitive. The hybrid
embeddings show advantages when measuring in terms of Silhouette Coefficient and
Calinski Harabasz Score where no gold labels are required, and often prefers dense
and well-separated clusters. It can be seen from the visuals in Appendix A that hybrid
embeddings of the data points are indeed more separated but this alone does not
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signify better clusters. Since Caliniski Harabasz Score has no upper bound, the value
should be interpreted with caution.

Scores with labels FastText Sentennce-BERT Hybrid

Homogeneity 0.398 0.380 0.398
Completeness 0.370 0.347 0.348
V-measure 0.384 0.363 0.371
Adjusted Rand Index 0.135 0.091 0.113
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.214 0.181 0.184

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient 0.118 0.124 0.301
Calinski Harabasz Score 10.728 6.634 703.012

Table 4.1.: K-means clustering of single word data points into 13 fine-grained categories un-
der “telephony”.

To better understand the scores of the experiment results, we examine the clusters
of the actual texts, and the results of k-means confirm the visual analysis discussed
in the previous section. FastText embeddings capture the forms of the texts and put
words that look alike in the same group regardless their actual “meaning” or any op-
erational purpose. Sentence-BERT embeddings and the hybrid embeddings produce
clusters that partly observe the same behavior as fastText embeddings, but also with
quite a few random data points that share neither the form nor the meaning in each
cluster. An interesting observation is that sentence-BERT embeddings are able to put
synonyms of voicemail that do not look alike in the same cluster. However, there are
many noisy data points, which are utterances that do not give sufficient information
but certainly not synonyms to voicemail. Note that this behavior difference does not
show that sentence-BERT embeddings are better than fastText at capturing synonyms,
since the presence of the additional noise in the cluster shows that they are put in the
same cluster not due to their closeness in “meaning” rather that they are excluded
from the other clusters.

• A cluster of data points produced by K-means clustering on sentence-BERT em-
beddings, the synonyms discussed above are in blue:

‘samtalssaldo’, ‘voice-mail’, ‘talsvarsärende’, ‘utportering’, ‘meddelandeton’, ‘stol-
par’, ‘telefonmeddelande’, ‘betalnummer’, ‘spärrtjänst’, ‘inportering’, ‘grannland’,
‘busringning’, ‘felringning’, ‘mobilsaldo’, ‘röstmeddelande’, ‘mini-call’, ‘felsignal’,
‘utsättning’, ‘telefonstolpen’, ‘röstbortfall’, ‘betaltelefonnummer’, ‘teleportering’, ‘ut-
landsabonnemang’, ‘touchpoint’, ‘wifi-samtal’

(‘call balance’, ‘voice-mail’, ‘voicemail’, ‘porting’, ‘message tone’, ‘poles’, ‘phone
message’, ‘payment number’, ‘blocking service’, ‘import’, ‘neighboring country’,
‘bus call’, ‘wrong call ’, ‘mobile balance’, ‘voice message’, ‘mini-call’, ‘error sig-
nal’, ‘release’, ‘telephone pole’, ‘loss of voice’, ‘payphone number’, ‘teleporta-
tion’, ‘international subscriptions’, ‘touchpoint’, ‘wifi calls’)
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FastText Sentennce-BERT Hybrid

Parameter 𝜖 0.009 0.06 0.0001

Estimated Clusters 13 13 19

Score with Labels

Homogeneity 0.211 0.317 0.469
Completeness 0.292 0.383 0.400
V-measure 0.245 0.347 0.431
Adjusted Rand Index -0.013 0.055 0.113
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.050 0.170 0.219

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient -0.100 0.098 -0.003
Calinski Harabasz Score 2.560 4.693 5.507

Table 4.2.: DBSCAN clustering of single-word data points into 13 fine-grained categories
under “telephony”.

DBSCAN Clustering

We resort to DBSCANbecause the visual analysis shows that the data points are rather
dispersed, and there exists no clear-cut structure of clusters. Additionally, the results
from the K-means clustering on sentence-BERT embeddings exhibit some clusters
containing disparate data points of no obvious similarities in form or meaning. Thus,
we want to take advantage of DBSCAN for its better handling of noisy data.

We experiment with the most important two parameters 𝜖 andmin_samples in DB-
SCAN. For selecting min_samples, the rule of thumb given by Sander et al. (2004) of
choosing two times the dimensions of the data does not apply in our data, as the em-
bedding dimensions are too large to be considered.Thus, we explore a fewmin_sample
values manually. Empirically, the only plausible value formin_sample is 2. Any value
larger than 2 only generates a single cluster. As for the k-distance graphs for choosing
𝜖 , we present them in Appendix B.1. However, the graphs generated do not observe
any typical curvatures, and the suggested 𝜖 values do not yield any valid cluster assign-
ments. We further test a few different 𝜖 values accordingly, and the chosen value for
each type of embeddings, along with the results of DBSCAN clustering are reported
in Figure 4.2. The better scores are highlighted in bold, but should be interpreted with
caution. A printout of the cluster assignments are presented in Appendix C.

Although we expected that DBSCAN might yield better clusters, the results are no
show more promising. DBSCAN clustering on fastText embeddings does not yield
better results, neither in terms of evaluation scores, nor after manually examining the
clusters. As a matter of fact, the noise detecting feature causes a large majority of the
data points to be categorized as noise, and the remaining clusters are neat groups of
two to four data points that share the same subword information. The same pattern
exhibits in both the cluster assignments of sentence-BERT embeddings and hybrid
embeddings, despite the scores of the hybrid embeddings seem to exceed that of the
best k-means clustering results. To a certain degree, it can be argued that the scores
do not prove any pretrained embeddings to be better, but rather the scores are not so
reliable to give any effective comparison without manual examination of the actual
texts in the cluster assignments.
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4.2. Subsets With Manual Labels

As pointed out in Section 3.1, the labels come with the data can be somewhat ambigu-
ous and show considerable amount of inconsistencies, making them difficult to be
used as gold labels for evaluation. Our experiments in the previous Section 4.1 attest
to the fact that higher scores do not necessarily represent preferred cluster assign-
ments. Thus, in this section, we make an attempt to manually (re-)label a selection
of subsets of data in order to obtain a more quantifiable evaluation. Our choices are
no way comprehensive and should not be accepted as representing the entire data
set, rather to account for some of the most important concepts we aim to examine.
Considering the data distribution and the particular difficulties, the following subsets
are chosen:

4.2.1. Subsets of “billing”

As “billing” is one of the second level categories with most data points and is consid-
ered an important theme in various verticals in customer services other than telecom-
munications. More importantly, it is one of the few second level labels that occur for
most first-level categories other than “other” and “unknown”. This means that this
subset of data can be further categorized into another set of classes on a different
level, which is a typical challenge worth investigating in this dataset.

One particular challenge for further categorizing “billing” lies in its first-level label
categories, i.e. “broadband”, “broadband_mobile”, “digitalTV”, “mobileTelephony” and
“telephony”. Except for “digitalTV”, the other categories contain overlapping concepts.
In a real-world scenario, one concept could be synonymous or cover the other, such as
telephone or phone could be used to refer to mobile phone. There is another first-level
category of “fixed telephony”, but it does not co-occur with the second-level “billing”
label. Even though this concept and texts such as fast telefon (“fixed telephone”) or
fasttelefon are prevalent in this subset of data, but they were all labeled as “telephony”
regardless. It is presumed that “mobileTelephony” is used when there is explicit men-
tion of mobile while “telephony” is a more general label when such information is
lacking. The same goes for “broadband” and “broadband_mobile”. Additionally, there
are also cases where both telefon and mobil are mentioned as two separate entities.
These overlapping concepts make the labeling process difficult, as we need to remain
consistent in the practice.

Labeling Process

The labeling is done by the author of the paper. In order to address the challenges
discussed above, three passes of the manual annotation are performed. Each pass was
done at least 48 hours after the previous pass to ensure that the annotator could have
a fresher perspective. During the first pass, the aim is to provide a label for each
data point that coarsely corresponds to the original label, and to identify noisy data
points that are wrongly labeled and/or instances that are deemed lacking explicit in-
formation for the annotator without sufficient operational information to map it to
a provided label. As a result, over 30 new labels are created in the first pass. During
the second pass, some incongruities are noticed and corrected. For example, the an-
notator might create multiple labels for the same concept. Some of the “new” labels
are created for that the texts refer to more than one concept. Another example is if
the caller wants help with both “mobiltelefon” and “broadband” as there could be a
dozen of different combinations, and only one or two instances for each combination.
For this reason, these data points are all labeled as “combo”, which is a label seen in
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Original Labels Counts New Labels Counts

broadband-billing-unknown 72 Broadband 56
broadband_mobile-billing-unknown 25 MobileBroadband 23
digitalTV-billing-unknown 18 TV 15
mobileTelephony-billing-unknown 158 Mobile 135
telephony-billing-unknown 149 Telephony 129

Total 422 358

Table 4.3.: Selected subsets of data for manual labeling.

the full dataset but not present in this subset of the “billing” category. A third run is
performed to ensure that there is no unnecessary merges or omissions in the second
pass. Table 4.3 show the counts of original labels and the counts of the renamed new
labels after manual labeling process.7 The differences in counts are due to data points
that cannot be merged into the existing five labels and thus deemed as noise. Note
that “combo” is a intermediary label in the second pass, the data points with this label
are deemed as noise after the third run.

Limitations of Manual Labeling

It is worth noting that the manual annotation is done in a later stage after extensive
data exploration with the aforementioned experiments that imbue the annotator with
information regarding the operational objectives without explicit instructions. Thus,
these labels are created with ample biases, and not only in the terms of the fact that
annotation has inherent biases. More precisely, the annotator is supposed to label
the data according to its linguistic information rather than any operational objective.
However, the annotator had gained such knowledge unconsciously from previous
experiments, as well as life experiences that may or may not corresponds exactly.
Secondly, the annotator had also gained information on how the existing embeddings
and clustering methods perform regarding some of the specific problems. Hence, it
takes a great effort to try not to let these factors affect annotation in a way that fits the
embedding performance. For example, since the annotator is already familiar with the
existing categories, there is a greater tendency to put pieces into the existing category
than to create another one. Moreover, we did not recruit additional annotators due
to the constraint of time and resources, and not to further complicate the existing
intricate label system.

4.2.2. Experiments and Scores

After the manual labeling, we perform two sets of clustering experiments, with K-
means and DBSCAN respectively.

Kmeans Clustering

For K-means clustering, we choose the known k to be 5, which is the selected number
of subsets of data that are manually labeled. However, the exact number of data points
in each subset is different, which can be referred to in Table 4.3. The data points that
do not fit into any of the five provided labels are treated as noise and not used in this
run of experiment.

7The selected data consists of unique data points where all duplicated texts input are removed.
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FastText Sentence-BERT Hybrid

Scores with labels Original New Original New Original New

Homogeneity 0.300 0.406 0.061 0.071 0.061 0.079
Completeness 0.275 0.345 0.051 0.059 0.051 0.066
V-measure 0.287 0.373 0.056 0.065 0.056 0.072
Adjusted Rand Index 0.226 0.261 0.021 0.037 0.023 0.033
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.277 0.363 0.043 0.050 0.043 0.057

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient 0.165 0.167 0.089 0.082 0.100 0.097
Calinski Harabasz Score 73.371 75.734 39.400 33.904 44.102 37.384

Table 4.4.: K-means clustering (k=5) on manually labeled subsets of “billing”.

The results in terms of scores of several evaluation metrics are presented in Table
4.4. It is clear that the scores on the dataset with new manual labels are better re-
gardless of the choice of embeddings. This is as expected, since the noise is reduced
from the manual labeling process. We again see fastText embeddings prove to be far
superior choice, as the scores of the sentence-BERT and the hybrid embeddings are
too low to be meaningful.

By examining the clusters, the behavior of the hybrid embeddings aligns more with
the sentence-BERT embeddings despite the dimensions of both fastText and sentence-
BERT are reduced to the same to form the concatenation of the hybrid. The main
characteristics of the sentence-BERT embeddings is, as the name suggests, preserv-
ing sentence level information. As a result, texts of similar sentence structure but
with different subject matter are placed in the same group. For example, det gäller,
which means “it concerns/it is regarding”, no matter what the following subject is, be
it “broadband” or “telephony”, the data points are projected very closely in the embed-
ding space.The fact that different subjects such as “mobileTelephony” and “telephony”
are not so distinct in meaning or in their embedding vectors as the cosine distance
between the fastText embeddings of the two is 0.9, only aggravates the problem.

This phenomenon prompts the second pass of the experiments where stopwords
or phrases common in customer services are removed. The results are presented in
Table 4.5. The stopwords used in our experiments are handpicked after examining the
clustering outputs, and the list is as follow:

jag, vill, ha, det, gäller, mitt, ärende, ja, är, jo, hjälp, med, om, vad, ska, har,
en, min, ett, angående, fråga, frågor, någon, som, på

(I, want, have, it, applies, my, matter, yes, is, yes, help, with, about, what,
should, have, a, my, one, regarding, ask, questions, someone, who, on)

The removal of stopwords provides a slight boost for the fastText embeddings, but
significantly increase the scores for both sentence-BERT embeddings and the hybrid
embeddings, although their performances are still not comparable to the fastText em-
beddings. Despite the increase in scores, the actual cluster assignments in terms of
the texts do not behave as we hoped. As k-means requires a known k, which is 5
in this case, the cluster assignments are expected to observe the five distinct group
partition, i.e. “Broadband”, “MobileBroadban”, “TV”, “Mobile”, “Telephony”. However,
this is not the case with our clustering results, even after the stopwords are removed.
The first cluster is centered on the word faktura (“invoice”), and data points in this
cluster include telefon faktura (“telephone invoice”), broadban faktura (“broadband
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FastText Sentence-BERT Hybrid

Scores with Labels New Cleaned New Cleaned New Cleaned

Homogeneity 0.406 0.476 0.071 0.124 0.079 0.126
Completeness 0.345 0.412 0.059 0.108 0.066 0.111
V-measure 0.373 0.442 0.065 0.115 0.072 0.118
Adjusted Rand Index 0.261 0.301 0.037 0.061 0.033 0.060
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.363 0.432 0.050 0.100 0.057 0.103

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient 0.167 0.224 0.082 0.123 0.097 0.133
Calinski Harabasz Score 75.734 101.240 33.904 36.246 37.384 39.126

Table 4.5.: K-means clustering (k=5) on manually labeled data with and without stopwords.

invoice”), and mobil faktura (“mobile invoice”). The clustering fails at separate these
important concepts. Instead, it is better at putting data points containing the word
räkning (“bill”), which is synonymous to faktura (“invoice”), in a different cluster.
The results from k-means clustering show that even after removing the noise, the
pretrained embeddings fail to capture the nuanced differences of the highly related
concepts in our dataset.

DBSCAN Clustering

Informed from the results from k-means clustering, and the fact that we have reduced
the noise via manual labeling, we expect DBSCAN to produce as many fine-grained
clusters that make the distinction between the concepts of “Broadband”, “Mobile”, and
“telephony” as our labels intend. The experiments are done on the manually labeled
data, with evaluation scores calculated against the new labels. Additional experiments
are done on data with stopwords removed. Results are reported in Table 4.6.

The min_sample is set to 2 for all experiments. Higher values render the partition
unsuccessful resulting in one single cluster. As for the 𝜖 value, we constructed k-
distance graphs, which are presented in Appendix B.2. Similar to the cases in the
previous Section 4.1 on single-word utterances, the lack of typical curvatures in the
graphs means manual selection is required. We select 𝜖 values with a balanced con-
sideration of the scores of several evaluation metrics, the number of clusters, and
amount of data points classified as noise. In general, better scores and less number of
data points clustered as noise are preferred.

The results align with the k-means clustering in the sense that experiments on
the cleaned data with stopwords removed achieve the best scores with reference to
the labels. And once again, the scores without labels seem to contradict the scores
with labels. As expected, the cluster assignments from DBSCAN are much more fine-
grained, resulting in much higher number of clusters than the default of five. And
the clustering indeed does a better job at separating the concepts such as “Telephony”
and “Broadband”, especially with the fastText embeddings. More specifically, these
clusters does separate bredband faktura (“broadband invoice”) and teve faktura (“tv
invoice”). At the same time, bredband fakturering (“broadband invoicing”) and bred-
band faktura (“broadband invoice”) are also put into different groups. Moreover, most
of data points get “correctly” put into a group with other very similar data points are
of only two to three words length after removing stopwords, which can be seen from
the relatively higher score of Homogeneity that favors clusters of data points of the
same label. On the other hand, it is worth noting that almost 1/3 of the data points are
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FastText Sentence-BERT Hybrid

New Cleaned New Cleaned New Cleaned

Parameter 𝜖 0.003 0.003 0.06 0.04 0.00004 0.05

Estimated Clusters 23 30 31 39 49 31
Estimated Noise 106 102 169 167 102 131

Scores with labels

Homogeneity 0.398 0.606 0.21 0.390 0.433 0.332
Completeness 0.266 0.342 0.135 0.214 0.185 0.184
V-measure 0.318 0.438 0.164 0.276 0.259 0.237
Adjusted Rand Index 0.127 0.205 0.007 0.049 0.018 0.059
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.265 0.385 0.077 0.187 0.161 0.163

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient -0.078 0.098 -0.071 0.152 0.025 0.117
Calinski Harabasz Score 10.794 16.622 4.327 6.657 24.050 1.491

Table 4.6.: DBSCAN clustering on manually labeled data with and without stopwords.

Counts Number of Classes Mean Length Mean Length without Stopwords

4.1 127 13 1 N/A
4.2 358 5 4.41 2.74
4.3 12668 13 5.26 3.52

Table 4.7.: Detailed statistics of the subsets and full dataset used in our experiments in Chap-
ter 4.

considered as noise. And the data points in the noise cluster are often much longer
texts and contain more varied contexts that are not so relevant to the objectives of
the labels.

4.3. Full Corpus

The experiments on single-word data points, which account for more than half of the
data, and on a representative subset of the “billing” category indicate how these chal-
lenges will be magnified when clustering the full corpus of this particular real-world
dataset in more detail, i.e., the prevalence of noise in the full dataset, the abundant
overlapping concepts in each input texts as well as the unreliable labels for evaluation.
Hence, the experiments and results presented in this section should not be viewed as
direct extensions of the previous sections, but rather to present a fuller picture of the
dataset and the challenges it faces. Given that the scores with or without respect to the
unsubstantiated labels cannot reflect the effectiveness of any clustering methods, we
find reporting scores on the full dataset less informative, and hence resort to present
more straightforward visualizations and discussions on the various experiments done
on the full datasets to depict a more holistic view.

4.3.1. K-means on First-level Categories

In this section, we choose to present the k-means clustering results on fastText embed-
dings, the sentence-BERT embeddings, and the hybrid embeddings with k=13, which
is the number of first-level categories. In addition, we also perform the experiments
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Figure 4.2.: Left: UMAP visualization of fastText embeddings of the full dataset, colored
coded in 13 different first-level categories;
Right:UMAP visualization of fastText embeddings of the full dataset, colored in
k-means cluster assignments (k=13).

on the full dataset with stopwords removed.The stopwords used in these experiments
are from the list of stopwords in Section 4.2. Details about these categories and num-
ber of instances in each category can be referred to in Section 3.1.1.

Figure 4.3.: Left: UMAP visualization of sentence-BERT embeddings of the full dataset, col-
ored coded in 13 different first-level categories;
Right:UMAP visualization of sentence-BERT embeddings of the full dataset, col-
ored in k-means cluster assignments (k=13).

The figures on the left in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, are visualizations of
the data points in the full dataset color-coded according to the provided labels. We can
see that there are somewhat clear separations of the different colors. For example, the
visual of fastText embeddings has a group of data colored in red and orange on the top
of the figure, and a little bit more green and blue on the right than the rest of the figure.
And the purple points, which represent the “unknown” category, are scattered across
the figure. Similarly, the visual of sentence-BERT embeddings shares the same feature
as the fastText embeddings in that red and orange dots are entangled, and the purple
dots are all over the place. The same pattern applies the hybrid embeddings as well.
This is not surprising given our knowledge that the data is rather noisy. The mixture
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Figure 4.4.: Left: UMAP visualization of hybrid embeddings of the full dataset, colored coded
in 13 different first-level categories;
Right:UMAP visualization of hybrid embeddings of the full dataset, colored in
k-means cluster assignments (k=13).

of red and orange dots that represent the “broadband” and “broadband_mobile” re-
spectively reveals how overlapping concepts can be hard to distinguish based purely
on their vector representations. The same applies to the several different shades of
green and blue, representing “fixedTelephony”, “mobileTelephony” and “telephony”.

The figures on right in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 as well as Figure 4.4 are visualizations
of the data points in the full dataset color-coded according to the cluster assignments
results from k-means clustering. Note that the colors of the numeric labels do not
corresponds to the colors of the provided labels as shown in figures on the left. Nev-
ertheless, it is interesting to see that k-means clustering produces much more clear
partition of the data at hand, which is, metaphorically speaking, seeing shapes from
the clouds. This is, however, as expected, since k-means presumes the convex shape
of each cluster. Some may find the visualization of clustering results on the sentence-
BERT embeddings, as well as the hybrid embeddings to be “better” as the color sep-
arations are more prominent. But it is also to be noted that the clustering is done on
the data without removing any stopwords, and the sentence-BERT embeddings are
very sensitive to common phrases and sentence structures, and thus make less distinc-
tion even if they are talking about two different subject matters. Table 4.8 show that
the scores on the original full corpus are too similar and too low to be meaningful to
suggest whether one embedding is more preferable than another.The removal of stop-
words seem to boost the scores on all three types of embeddings, but with the most
effect with sentence-BERT embeddings. Again, the scores without reference to the
labels on the hybrid embeddings are rather outstandish. We think the visuals speak
more than the scores in this sense.

4.3.2. DBSCAN on Full Dataset

In this section, we report our experiments of DBSCAN clustering on the full dataset
and evaluated against the 13 first-level labels. Additionally, we report the scores eval-
uated against the label set of 3 levels, resulting in 93 unique labels, considering DB-
SCAN often results in much fine-grained clusters of highly homogeneous data points.
The results are reported in Tables 4.9 and 4.10 respectively. As with the previous ex-
periments, choosing parameters min_sample and 𝜖 are not as straightforward. Since
the evaluation scores are not to be relied on as feedback for tuning the parameters,
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FastText Sentence-BERT Hybrid

Scores with Labels Original Cleaned Original Cleaned Original Cleaned

Homogeneity 0.084 0.118 0.083 0.124 0.097 0.118
Completeness 0.063 0.089 0.063 0.108 0.077 0.089
V-measure 0.072 0.101 0.072 0.115 0.086 0.101
Adjusted Rand Index 0.032 0.045 0.031 0.061 0.038 0.043
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.363 0.099 0.069 0.100 0.084 0.099

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient 0.042 0.065 0.038 0.123 0.261 0.079
Calinski Harabasz Score 552.773 597.039 407.513 36.246 5912.160 561.527

Table 4.8.: K-means clustering of full dataset into 13 first-Level categories, before and after
removing stopwords.

FastText Sentence-BERT Hybrid

Original Cleaned Original Cleaned Original Cleaned

Parameter 𝜖 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.00002 0.0002

Estimated Clusters 815 1146 250 706 1008 536
Estimated Noise 9387 8464 11943 10355 6204 11069

Scores with labels

Homogeneity 0.172 0.286 0.042 0.152 0.265 0.113
Completeness 0.174 0.194 0.151 0.178 0.140 0.187
V-measure 0.173 0.231 0.066 0.164 0.183 0.141
Adjusted Rand Index 0.014 0.006 -0.001 -0.012 0.021 -0.016
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.083 0.132 0.019 0.078 0.105 0.066

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient -0.351 -0.192 -0.298 -0.172 -0.354 -0.242
Calinski Harabasz Score 2.619 5.335 2.856 3.975 13.094 4.113

Table 4.9.: DBSCAN clustering on the full corpus with and without stopwords, evaluated
against 13 first-level labels.

we also resort to the standard as having as little data as possible grouped as noise.
Note that this is not the most reliable standard either, since less noise means that
these noisy data point could be included in the cluster assignments and resulting less
preferable clusters.

We experiment with a wide range of combinations, and find it very hard to have
less than 70% percent of data classified as noise, which is as expected given the results
from the previous experiments of DBSCAN clustering on selected subsets of the data
reported in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2. Thus, the scores reported in Table 4.9 and Ta-
ble 4.10 need to be taken with a grain of salt. Aligning with the previous experiment
results on manually labeled data reported in Section 4.2, the clustering assignments
based on fastText embeddings of the data with stopwords removed are best in terms
of evaluation scores against provided labels. And the scores without reference to any
labels seem to suggest otherwise. The clustering results based on the hybrid embed-
dings of the original data seem to produce the least amount of noise. However, it is
difficult to gauge whether some noise is misplaced in the cluster.

Manual examination of the clustering results is unfeasible given the large amount of
data, and a look at some partial cluster assignments show the similar patterns exhibit
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FastText Sentence-BERT Hybrid

Original Cleaned Original Cleaned Original Cleaned

Parameter 𝜖 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.00002 0.0002

Estimated Clusters 815 1146 250 706 1008 536
Estimated Noise 9387 8464 11943 10355 6204 11069

Scores with labels

Homogeneity 0.170 0.291 0.044 0.158 0.306 0.118
Completeness 0.363 0.417 0.332 0.390 0.346 0.412
V-measure 0.231 0.343 0.077 0.225 0.325 0.184
Adjusted Rand Index 0.002 0.001 -0.001 -0.002 0.007 -0.002
Adjusted Mutual Information 0.072 0.146 0.068 0.187 0.148 0.057

Scores without labels

Silhouette Coefficient -0.351 -0.192 -0.298 -0.172 -0.362 -0.242
Calinski Harabasz Score 2.619 2.856 4.327 3.975 12.214 4.112

Table 4.10.: DBSCAN clustering on the full corpus with and without stopwords, evaluated
against 93 labels.

in the previous experiments (we discuss this further in Chapter 5).
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5. Discussion

5.1. Data

5.1.1. Data Characteristics

The nature of the data determines the appropriate approach to be taken. And the
data generated in real life often bears characteristics that are not representative in
many of the carefully curated datasets that most published methods in the literature
are developed on. Most approaches proposed in the works surveyed are done with
the ATIS dataset, SearchSnippets and/or StackOverFlow data, as presented in Section
2.1. A detailed description of our data statistics is presented in Section 3.1. The main
differences are presented in Table 5.1. More details on the subsets of data used in the
experiments and the average sentence length before and after removing stopwords
for the full dataset after removing duplicates are presented in Table 5.2.

The texts in our data are much shorter, with an average length of 2 before removing
all duplicated text inputs with the same label sets. Even after removing the duplicates,
the average length is 5.26 words per sentence. In contrast, the average sentence length
for StackOverFlow and SearchSnippets datasets are 17.88 and 8.31 words respectively.
Shorter sentence length means even less context. We see in Section 4.1, single-word
utterances prove very challenging for clustering.

The number of categories, in terms of provided labels, of our data are much larger,
and more fine-grained in a narrow domain of telecommunication. On the other hand,
SearchSnippets data are from 8 very different domains such as Business, Computers,
Health and etc.. StackOverFlow andATIS datasets contain 20 and 17 categories respec-
tively, which are far less than the 93 label sets of our data. A general observation from
the literature shows that even for supervised text classification tasks, high accuracy
scores often achieved on binary classification while when the number of classes ex-
ceeds 3 or more, the performance drops significantly. Besides, the experiments done
in Section 4.2 reveal more nuances in the data that cannot be overlooked.

5.1.2. Mapping Noisy Data to Overlapping Concepts

The majority of the most important concepts in our data are often semantically sim-
ilar or related but operationally different. These can be nuances that need to be ad-
dressed according to the service objectives, but also subject to the understanding of
different annotators, which poses a lot of ambiguities and inconsistencies. For exam-
ple, the first-level labels contain 4 concepts with relation to telephony: “IPtelephony”,
“fixedTelephony”, “mobileTelephony” and “telephony”. Additionally, there are con-
cepts relate tomobile, such as “broadband_mobile”. Furthermore, concepts like “broad-
band” and “fiber_lan” are related to broadband as well. In daily life, some of the con-
cepts can be used interchangeably, and one can be used to refer to others. However,
these are different concepts to be distinguished for various operational objectives in
the telecommunication domain. And it is as challenging to human annotators as to
clustering algorithms.The results of the experiments in Section 4.2 show that all these
different concepts are not separable based on their pretrained embeddings.

Moreover, the text inputs themselves can contain several overlapping concepts,
adding additional confusion to the existing challenge. For example, an input can cover
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Datases Number of Classes Mean Length

Telia 93 2/5.26
StackOverflow 20 8.31
ATIS 17 11
SearchSnippets 8 17.88

Table 5.1.: Datasets comparison, statistics on StackOverFlow and SearchSnippets from Xu et
al. (2017); the statistics on Telia data is before any processing or manual labeling
is done.

Counts Number of Classes Mean Length Mean Length without Stopwords

4.1 127 13 1 N/A
4.2 358 5 4.41 2.74
4.3 12668 13 5.26 3.52

Table 5.2.: Detailed statistics of the subsets and full dataset used in our experiments in each
section in Chapter 4.

several first level concepts when the user needs help with both “mobile” and “broad-
band”, and this can be confused with needing help with “mobile_broadband”.

That is not only a problem in the first-level labels as the same challenge of overlap-
ping concepts also occurs in the second- and third-level. The combination of different
concepts means there can be different ways in grouping them, and the different parti-
tions can be equally valid depending on different objectives, which does not necessar-
ily align with the operational objective of the service providers. A case in example is
shown in Section 4.2, where k-means clustering groups telefon faktura (“telephone in-
voice”), bredband faktura (“broadband invoice”), and mobil faktura (“mobile invoice”)
together, and putsmobil räkning (“mobile bill”), telefon räkning (“telephone bill”) and
bredband räkning (“broadband bill”) in a separate cluster.

5.2. Limitations in the Chosen Methods

In Section 5.1, we discussed the challenges of noisy data of overlapping concepts on
the textual level. In this section, we will look at these challenges in terms of their
vector representations in the vector space, and the effects of different clustering algo-
rithms on them.

5.2.1. Embeddings

In our experiments, we choose fastText, sentence-BERT and a hybrid of the two to
represent the texts in the vector space, with fastText embeddings yielding generally
better clusters than the other two in our experiments. This is not as surprising since
the texts in our dataset are mostly single words, short phrases, or sentence fragments
typical of oral communication,rather than complete sentences with ample contexts.

Nevertheless, the static nature of fastText embeddings also suggests there exist lim-
itations. Since fastText embeddings represent words as the aggregation of subwords,
which provides an advantage due to its ability to better handle inflection and com-
pounding rules in Swedish. This feature is double-edged however. On the one hand,
it is able to address the inflection and thus save themanual efforts in the preprocessing
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step of tokenization and/or normalization of the input texts. On the other hand, a lot
of words that share a common subword could actually have very different meanings,
or different operational objectives that need to be distinguished. Furthermore, the re-
sults of simple concatenation could not distinguish the mixture of several concepts
efficiently, especially if these concepts are overlapping, such as mobiltelefonsräkning
(“mobile telephone bill”),mobilräkning (“mobile bill”) and telefonsräkning (“telephone
bill”). As mobiltelefon (“mobile telephone) and telefon (“telephone”) are already very
closely related concepts according to their vector representation, a cosine similarity
of 0.9 in fastText for example.

Additionally, sentence-BERT is chosen as a representative of contextualized word
embeddings, and it is, as its name suggests, encoding the input as a sentence. However,
for single-word inputs, which accounts for over 50% of the data, the embeddings are
just out-of-the-box BERT embedding for the input tokens. In this case, sentence-BERT
performs just as BERT. The implication of this, especially with the performance of
clustering algorithms is discussed in the next Section 5.2.2.

It is also worth mentioning that all three types of embeddings chosen in the exper-
iments are of different dimensions. This choice is made to best preserve the original
embedding sizes of the fastText and sentence-BERT, and to avoid information loss
during dimensionality reduction. However, the hybrid embeddings are of 200 dimen-
sions as a result of the concatenation of reducing both fastText and sentence-BERT
embeddings to 100 each, to have a balanced representation of both embeddings. As we
have tried but not reported manipulating the sizes of the dimensions, we do not see
noticeable differences that would affect the general observations of the experimental
results. As the major problem of evaluation remains unsolved for the lack of attested
gold labels, we find the effects of further experiments with an exhaustive search of
different dimensions to be limited.

5.2.2. Clustering Algorithms

As for the choice of clustering algorithms, we resort to k-means for that it is the
default baseline choice in almost all literature surveyed. There is not doubt it poses
several drawbacks, especially when applied to text clustering. First of all, it is centroid-
based and thus presupposes that all clusters are convex shaped in the vector space,
which is often not the case with real data. Secondly, it does not scale well in the
high dimensional space, and the texts embeddings are of 300 and 768 for fastText and
sentence-BERT respectively.Thirdly, k-means only supports euclidean distance, while
cosine similarity has become a more common way to measure text similarity.

DBSCAN addresses two of the three issues mentioned above, for that it does not
presume the shape of the cluster, and allows for cosine distance for measuring the
pairwise distance of the data points. It is also more tolerant to data of high dimen-
sionality. Nevertheless, the experiments results in terms of score do not reflect it as
more preferable than k-means. Despite the fact that the provided labels are not very
reliable for evaluation, a large portion of the data points are categorized as noise
by DBSCAN, which inevitably brings down the scores. As the K-distance graphs for
choosing 𝜖 in Appendix B.1 and B.2 show that, there are no obvious curvatures or “el-
bows” where we can identify large dense regions from the whole dataset, but rather
a large number of small “bumps”, which can be attributed to that the instances are of
overlapping concepts in a very narrow domain.

Lastly, we also want to mention that despite sentence-BERT produces relatively
satisfactory results in a number of texts similarity tasks, our implementation of the
Swedish BERT model is not finetuned due to the lack of relevant labeled data. It is
noted by B. Li et al. (2020) that out-of-box BERT embeddings are not particularly
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suited for measuring text similarity without supervision. It is an phenomenon called
“anisotrophy” observed by J. Gao et al. (2019) and Ethayarajh (2019) that the average
cosine similarity are almost perfect (close to 1) between random sampled words. As it
remains an unresolved property across many different contextualized word represen-
tations, static embeddings such as fastText embeddings might be a more preferable
choice for performing unsupervised text clustering.

5.3. Limitations of Unsupervised Methods

One major challenge of clustering real-world data lies in its unsupervised nature and
the lack of ground truth. In supervised tasks, gold labels provide feedback for updating
the weights to minimize the loss of the objective function and can be used for evalu-
ation to give us insights into the performance of the model. In this project, the labels
providedwith the data were created with operational objectives that presuppose back-
ground information beyond the textual features. In Section 4.2, we conducted manual
labeling for some selected subsets of the data in order to provide better quantitative
evaluations.

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the manual labeling should not be taken as a ground
truth but only quasi-gold labels to assist qualitative analysis. When humans conduct
manual classification and/or clustering tasks, we construct goal-based concepts on-
the-go to capture similarities implicitly (Barrett, 2018). Even though there may be a
lack of direct feedback as supervision or direct background information, we conduct
manual evaluation based on previous experiences that are relevant, and constantly
update and reevaluate current decision accordingly.

However, the unsupervised nature of clustering does not work in the same man-
ner, as the distances among all data instances are predetermined by their pretrained
embeddings. Unlike human, there is no feedback in terms of gold labels, or “goal con-
structing on-the-go” to change the distances and put data instances of similar mean-
ings or operational objectives closer together. Uninformed of any objectives, cluster-
ing algorithms can only compute distances yielding the resultant cluster arbitrarily
based on the vectors derived from the pretrained embeddings. These concepts are not
easily separable in a narrow domain as discussed in the previous Section 5.1.2.

A metaphor in point borrowed from Barrett (2018), whether a rainbow has six or
seven colors depend on our concepts of colors which varies from culture to culture.
After all, colors are a spectrum of different wavelength of lights, just as the vector
representations of texts are not discrete but on a continuum. It is as difficult to de-
fine orange between red and yellow, as it is to truly separate the red dots and orange
dots representing “broadband” and “broadband_mobile” in Figure 4.2 and 4.3. Simi-
larly, whether to make the distinction between “broadband” and “internet” and “surf”
depend on external information, in this case, the operational objectives. Instances
containing overlapping keywords or information are projected into the vector space
like the “orange” color between “red” and “yellow” blurring the hard borders of two
concepts.

User-generated real data contains abundant noise, and in this particular dataset,
and most customer service domains, each data point could contain several overlap-
ping concepts. There are several ways in approaching such data, but unsupervised
approach could only yield limited results. To better organized data to maximize its
value for further use, it is imperative to establish clear-defined categories to reduce
the ambiguities of the concepts.

Data labeling is often viewed as undesirable for its expensive manual labor, and of-
ten times the value of good datasets that many state-of-the-art NLP algorithms built
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on are taken for granted. High-standard labeled data with carefully designed cate-
gories and labeling processes are of enormous importance towards automating the
process. Understanding the data and designing objectives are key, especially in areas
where fine-grained categorizations are required and unsupervised approach yields
limited results.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

6.1. Conclusions

In this project, we explore unsupervised clustering algorithms on a real-world dataset
of short texts in the domain of customer services in telecommunication industry. The
data is very typical in its noisy nature and prevalent of overlapping concepts, which
is very different from most of the datasets experimented on in relevant literature.

We represent our data in three different types of embeddings, i.e. the static fastText
embeddings, the contextualized sentence-BERT embeddings, and the hybrid embed-
ding of the two concatenated. The static fastText embeddings surpass the other two
in all our experiment settings for our dataset of short texts, of which the majority
of the inputs are of a few words instead of complete sentences that gives enough
contexts. However, all three types of embeddings cannot effectively make an distinc-
tion between highly related concepts such as “telephony” and “mobile telephony” in
a narrow domain.

We experiment on representative subsets of the data and find that half of the data,
single words, cannot be effectively grouped according to their vector representations
from three pretrained embeddings. Apart from the single word utterances, data points
of longer texts often contain overlapping concepts that poses challenges for create
clear-cut partitions.There aremultiple ways to group data coveringmultiple concepts,
but the partitions done by the clustering algorithms on the three different embeddings
do not fit the operational objectives exemplified by the provided labels very well. This
is an inherent challenge of unsupervised methods, and it is magnified when the data
are of highly similar overlapping concepts.

In addition, we manually labeled a subset of the data with experiments showing
that the unsupervised evaluation metrics do not align with the traditional evaluation
metrics that require gold labels, and thus the challenge of evaluating the clusters of
real-world data remains. Unattested labels are of little use in determining the effec-
tiveness of clustering results, and manual examination is often required to gain better
understanding of the clustering assignments.

The unique features of this dataset, very short texts input with limited vocabulary
in a very narrow domain, suggest that there is a limit to which unsupervised cluster-
ing methods can help in solving this problem. Nevertheless, our qualitative analysis
shows that clustering algorithms could contribute to the goal of minimizing manual
efforts in the data labeling process to a certain degree. Due to the complexity of the
compounding rules, or the lack of them during transcription, there exists a large va-
riety of non-standard spellings of the same concept. These would otherwise requires
extensive manual normalization efforts with expert linguistic knowledge, could now
be addressed in the process of clustering. Above all, the value of carefully designed
labels with clear operational objectives is not to be overlooked in the times where ma-
chine learning and deep learning are all the rave. A traditional rule-based approach
informed with sufficient domain-related background knowledge might be more effec-
tive in noisy real-world data.
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6.2. Future Work

In Section 5.1, we propose that the value of carefully designed labels andmanual label-
ing work should not be overlooked. However, as the professionals from the industry
of customer service domains point out, the operational objectives could evolve, some-
times rather rapidly, especially in the digital times with the development and updates
of the products. And thus the design of the labels and the labeling process are in need
of updates constantly, which might make such work more challenging and expensive.
As a result, there is still room for unsupervised methods to play a role in minimizing
human efforts instead of replacing it.

In a nutshell, a “human-in-the-loop” approach assisted by the unsupervised meth-
ods might be more practical. Automatic highlighting the most important concept or
concepts in the texts without classifying them into pre-defined categories with ob-
jectives set in stone can be beneficial as it could secure consistency in the labeling
baseline not prone to human or time variations.

However, we still believe defining the baseline requires keyword lists curated by ex-
perts with domain knowledge. Hierarchical clustering done by Popov et al. (2019) can
be especially inspirational, in defining two or more levels of objectives, as our dataset
comes with a label set with three levels.It would also be interesting to see how Spher-
ical K-means (Banerjee et al., 2005) which allows for cosine distance by normalizing
the centroids once we have better understanding of the data with clear designed objec-
tives to choose k. Nevertheless, the challenge of evaluation still remains. It becomes
a chicken and egg problem as data with high quality labels would resolve the need of
unsupervised learning. That being said, a middle ground of semi-supervised learning
with a relatively small set of labeled data can be as instrumental.
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A. Visualizations of Single Word Utterances
in “telephony” Category

Figure A.1.: UMAP visualization of sentence-BERT (top) and hybrid (bottom) embeddings
of unique single word data points of “telephony”, color-coded in 13 different
cluster assignments.
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B. Selecting 𝜖 for DBSCAN

B.1. K-Distance Graph for Experiments on Single Word
Utterances

B.2. K-Distance Graph for Experiments on Manually Labeled
Data
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C. DBSCAN Cluster Assignments

C.1. Single Word Utterances

Cluster # Data Points

cluster 1 ’samtalspris’, ’samtalspriser’

cluster 2 ’telefoninställningar’, ’telefonreparation’, ’telefonifak-
tura’, ’telefonkostnad’, ’telefonnummerfråga’, ’ledning-
sutsättning’, ’telefonsladd’, ’ledningskoll’, ’privattelefon-
abonnemang’, ’telefonnummerförfrågan’, ’telefonstörn-
ing’, ’utlandstelefon’, ’ledningskontroll’, ’luftledningar’,
’betalnummer’, ’larmbeställning’, ’telefonfakturor’,
’privattelefoni’, ’telefonstörningar’, ’ledningsnätet’, ’tele-
fonring’, ’utlandstelefonering’, ’telefonabonnemanget’,
’nummerförfrågning’, ’konferenssamtal’, ’telefonskada’,
’utlandstelefoni’, ’telefonutdrag’, ’nummerförfrågan’,
’telefonnummerregistrering’, ’telefonnumret’, ’betal-
telefonnummer’, ’telefonkontakt’, ’telefonlinjerna’,
’telefonräkning ’

Cluster 3 ’telefonkonferens’, ’telefoniärende’, ’telefonärenden’, ’tele-
fonärende’

Cluster 4 ’saldouppgifter’, ’saldouppgift’

Cluster 5 ’telefonkö’, ’telefonköp’

Cluster 6 ’privatsamtal’, ’samtalsavgifter’

Cluster 7 ’meddelandeton’, ’telefonmeddelande’

Cluster 8 ’kabelnedgrävning’, ’kabelavgrävning’

Cluster 9 ’utlandsresa’, ’utlands’, ’utlandskostnader’

Cluster 10 ’ledningsmarkering’, ’ledningsgator’, ’signaler’

Cluster 11 ’ledningsanvisning’, ’ledningsvisning’

Cluster 12 ’telefonspärr’, ’telefonförsäljare’

Cluster 13 ’samtalssaldo’, ’voice-mail’, ’kabelutmärkning’,
’talsvarsärende’, ’saldoupplysning’, ’utportering’, ’nixreg-
istret’, ’teletekniker’, ’katalog’, ’samtalspottsåterbetal-
ning’, ’stolpar’, ’katalogärende’, ’flyttavgift’, ’telefonväxel’,
’inflyttning’, ’telefonkrångel’, ’kabelutvisning’, ’upptaget-
ton’, ’presentation’, ’nummerbyrån’, ’samtalsspecifika-
tion’, ’spärrtjänst’, ’inportering’, ’teleavtal’, ’uppringning’,
’porteringstidpunkt’, ’nummerändring’, ’telefonavtal’,
’flyttat’, ’saldon’, ’vidarekoppla’, ’grannland’, ’ägarbyte’,
’busringning’, ’felringning’, ’larm’, ’flyttbeställning’, ’tele-
taxa’, ’mobilsaldo’, ’flyttplaner’, ’ringa’, ’telefonkoppling’,
’telefonservice’, ’röstmeddelande’, ’utlandet’, ’mini-call’,
’telesupport’, ’telefonisupport’, ’flyttanmäla’, ’telenät’,
’felsignal’, ’utsättning’, ’telefonstolpen’, ’kopparnätet’,
’röstbortfall’, ’utflyttning’, ’telekabel’, ’telematikkort’,
’samtalspott’, ’teleportering’, ’utlandsabonnemang’,
’touchpoint’, ’telefonbyte’, ’wifi-samtal’, ’telefonförflyt-
tning’, ’telefonitjänst’

Table C.1.: DBSCAN cluster assignments on fastText embeddings.
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Cluster # Data Points

Cluster 1 ’samtalspris’, ’samtalsavgifter’, ’samtalspriser’, ’sam-
talspott’

Cluster 2 ’telefonkonferens’, ’telefonkö’, ’telefonkostnad’, ’telefon-
nummerfråga’, ’telefonköp’, ’telefoniärende’, ’telefon-
nummerförfrågan’, ’nummerbyrån’, ’telefonstörningar’,
’teleavtal’, ’nummerändring’, ’telefonavtal’, ’telefon-
ring’, ’telefonskada’, ’telefonutdrag’, ’nummerförfrågan’,
’telefonärenden’, ’telefonkoppling’, ’telefonservice’, ’tele-
fonnummerregistrering’, ’telefonnumret’, ’telefonärende’,
’telefonförsäljare’, ’telefonkontakt’, ’telefonlinjerna’,
’telefonbyte’, ’telefonförflyttning’, ’telefonräkning ’,
’telefonitjänst’

Cluster 3 ’saldouppgifter’, ’saldoupplysning’, ’saldouppgift’

Cluster 4 ’ledningskoll’, ’ledningskontroll’, ’ledningsnätet’, ’led-
ningsanvisning’, ’ledningsvisning’

Cluster 5 ’katalog’, ’telefonväxel’, ’inflyttning’, ’presentation’, ’flyt-
tat’, ’utlands’, ’larm’, ’signaler’, ’ringa’, ’utlandet’

Cluster 6 ’kabelnedgrävning’, ’kabelavgrävning’

Cluster 7 ’telefonmeddelande’, ’röstmeddelande’

Cluster 8 ’privattelefonabonnemang’, ’utlandstelefon’, ’privattele-
foni’, ’utlandstelefonering’, ’utlandstelefoni’

Cluster 9 ’larmbeställning’, ’flyttbeställning’

Cluster 10 ’inportering’, ’teleportering’

Cluster 11 ’felringning’, ’felsignal’

Cluster 12 ’utlandskostnader’, ’utlandsabonnemang’

Cluster 13 ’samtalssaldo’, ’voice-mail’, ’kabelutmärkning’, ’tele-
foninställningar’, ’talsvarsärende’, ’telefonreparation’,
’telefonifaktura’, ’ledningsutsättning’, ’utportering’, ’pri-
vatsamtal’, ’meddelandeton’, ’nixregistret’, ’telefonsladd’,
’teletekniker’, ’samtalspottsåterbetalning’, ’stolpar’,
’katalogärende’, ’flyttavgift’, ’telefonkrångel’, ’utland-
sresa’, ’kabelutvisning’, ’upptagetton’, ’telefonstörning’,
’luftledningar’, ’betalnummer’, ’samtalsspecifikation’,
’spärrtjänst’, ’telefonfakturor’, ’ledningsmarkering’,
’ledningsgator’, ’uppringning’, ’porteringstidpunkt’,
’saldon’, ’vidarekoppla’, ’grannland’, ’telefonabonne-
manget’, ’ägarbyte’, ’busringning’, ’nummerförfrågning’,
’konferenssamtal’, ’teletaxa’, ’mobilsaldo’, ’flyttplaner’,
’mini-call’, ’telefonspärr’, ’telesupport’, ’telefonisupport’,
’flyttanmäla’, ’telenät’, ’utsättning’, ’telefonstolpen’,
’kopparnätet’, ’röstbortfall’, ’utflyttning’, ’telekabel’,
’betaltelefonnummer’, ’telematikkort’, ’touchpoint’,
’wifi-samtal’

Table C.2.: DBSCAN cluster assignments on sentence-BERT embeddings.
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Cluster # Data Points

Cluster 1 ’voice-mail’, ’wifi-samtal’

Cluster 2 ’samtalspris’, ’telefonifaktura’, ’samtalsavgifter’, ’sam-
talspottsåterbetalning’, ’samtalspriser’, ’telesupport’,
’telefonisupport’, ’samtalspott’

Cluster 3 ’kabelutmärkning’, ’telefoninställningar’, ’larmbeställ-
ning’, ’porteringstidpunkt’, ’flyttbeställning’, ’flyttanmäla’

Cluster 4 ’talsvarsärende’, ’telefonservice’

Cluster 5 ’telefonkonferens’, ’telefonkö’, ’telefonkostnad’, ’telefon-
nummerfråga’, ’katalogärende’, ’telefonköp’, ’nummer-
byrån’, ’telefonstörningar’, ’nummerändring’, ’telefonav-
tal’, ’telefonring’, ’konferenssamtal’, ’telefonskada’, ’tele-
fonärenden’, ’telefonnummerregistrering’, ’telefonnum-
ret’, ’telefonärende’, ’telefonförsäljare’, ’telefonkontakt’,
’telefonlinjerna’, ’telefonbyte’, ’telefonräkning ’

Cluster 6 ’saldouppgifter’, ’saldoupplysning’, ’ledningsmarkering’,
’inportering’, ’saldon’, ’mobilsaldo’, ’saldouppgift’, ’tele-
portering’

Cluster 7 ’telefonreparation’, ’telefonsladd’, ’telefonkrångel’, ’tele-
fonstörning’, ’telefonfakturor’, ’telefonutdrag’, ’telefon-
spärr’, ’telefonförflyttning’

Cluster 8 ’ledningsutsättning’, ’ledningskoll’, ’kabelnedgrävning’,
’kabelutvisning’, ’kabelavgrävning’, ’ledningskontroll’,
’luftledningar’, ’ledningsgator’, ’ledningsnätet’, ’led-
ningsanvisning’, ’ledningsvisning’

Cluster 9 ’utportering’, ’utsättning’

Cluster 10 ’teletekniker’, ’telenät’

Cluster 11 ’stolpar’, ’kopparnätet’

Cluster 12 ’flyttavgift’, ’flyttplaner’, ’utflyttning’

Cluster 13 ’telefoniärende’, ’telefonitjänst’

Cluster 14 ’utlandsresa’, ’grannland’, ’utlandskostnader’, ’ut-
landsabonnemang’

Cluster 15 ’telefonmeddelande’, ’röstmeddelande’

Cluster 16 ’privattelefonabonnemang’, ’utlandstelefon’, ’betalnum-
mer’, ’privattelefoni’, ’utlandstelefonering’, ’telefonabon-
nemanget’, ’utlandstelefoni’, ’telefonstolpen’, ’betaltele-
fonnummer’

Cluster 17 ’telefonnummerförfrågan’, ’nummerförfrågan’

Cluster 18 ’utlands’, ’utlandet’

Cluster 19 ’samtalssaldo’, ’privatsamtal’, ’meddelandeton’, ’nixreg-
istret’, ’katalog’, ’telefonväxel’, ’inflyttning’, ’upptagetton’,
’presentation’, ’samtalsspecifikation’, ’spärrtjänst’, ’teleav-
tal’, ’uppringning’, ’flyttat’, ’vidarekoppla’, ’ägarbyte’,
’busringning’, ’felringning’, ’nummerförfrågning’, ’larm’,
’teletaxa’, ’signaler’, ’ringa’, ’telefonkoppling’, ’mini-call’,
’felsignal’, ’röstbortfall’, ’telekabel’, ’telematikkort’, ’touch-
point’

Table C.3.: DBSCAN cluster assignments on hybrid embeddings.
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D. Additional Figures and Tables

D.1. Full Corpus without Stopwords

Figure D.1.: Top Left: UMAP visualization of fastText embeddings of the full dataset after
removing stopwords, colored in k-means cluster assignments (k=13);
Top Right: UMAP visualization of Sentence-BERT embeddings of the full dataset
after removing stopwords, colored in k-means cluster assignments (k=13);
Bottom: UMAP visualization of hybrid embeddings of the full dataset after re-
moving stopwords, colored in k-means cluster assignments (k=13).
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